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CONSIDERATIONS ON ANOMALOUSVECTOR BOSON COUPLINGSJ.J. van der BijAlbert�Ludwigs�Universität Freiburg, Fakultät für PhysikHermann�Herder�Strasse 3, 79104 Freiburg i. Br., Germanyand A. GhinulovRandall Laboratory of Physis, University of MihiganAnn Arbor, Mihigan 48109-1120, USA(Reeived Marh 2, 2000)We disuss the meaning of anomalous vetor boson self ouplings. Im-pliations of present experimental onstraints for future olliders are dis-ussed. Results for triple vetor boson prodution at the LHC are given.PACS numbers: 12.60.�i 1. IntrodutionThe standard model is well established by the experiments at LEP andthe Tevatron. Any deviations of the standard model an therefore be intro-dued only with are. Changes to the standard model ome with di�erentforms of severity. In order to see at what level anomalous vetor bosonouplings an be reasonably disussed one has to onsider these ases sep-arately. Changes to the gauge struture of the theory, that do not violatethe renormalizability of the theory, i.e. the introdution of extra fermionsor possible extensions of the gauge group are the least severe. They willtypially generate small orretions to vetor boson ouplings via loop ef-fets. In this ase also radiative e�ets will be generated at lower energies.For the LHC the important thing in this ase is not to measure the anoma-lous ouplings preisely, but to look for the extra partiles. This subjetbelongs naturally to the �extensions of the standard model� working group.We will not disuss it further. In the other ase, a more fundamental roleis expeted for the anomalous ouplings, implying strong interations. Inthis ase one has to ask oneself whether one should study a model with orwithout a fundamental Higgs boson.(1737)



1738 J.J. van der Bij, A. GhinulovSimply removing the Higgs boson from the standard model is a relativelymild hange. The model beomes nonrenormalizable, but the radiative ef-fets grow only logarithmially with the ut-o�. The question is whether thissenario is ruled out by the LEP1 preision data. The LEP1 data appear tobe in agreement with the standard model, with a preferred low Higgs mass.One is sensitive to the Higgs mass in three parameters, known as S,T,U or"1; "2; "3. These reeive orretions of the form g2 log(mH=mW )+onstant),where the onstants are of order one. The logarithmi enhanement is uni-versal and would also appear in models without a Higgs as log(�), where� is the ut-o�, where new interations should appear. Only when one andetermine the three di�erent onstants independently, an one say that onehas established the standard model. At present the data do not su�e todo this to great enough preision.A muh more severe hange to the standard model is the introdutionof non-gauge vetor boson ouplings. These new ouplings violate renor-malizability muh more severely than simply removing the Higgs boson.Typially quadratially and quartially divergent orretions would appearto physial observables. It is therefore questionable, if one should studymodels with a fundamental Higgs boson, but with extra anomalous vetorboson ouplings. It is hard to imagine a form of dynamis that ould dothis. If the vetor bosons beome strongly interating the Higgs probablywould at most exist in an �e�etive� way. The most natural way is thereforeto study anomalous vetor boson ouplings in models without a fundamen-tal Higgs. Atually when one removes the Higgs boson the standard modelbeomes a gauged non-linear sigma-model. The non linear sigma-model iswell known to desribe low-energy pion physis. The �pions� orrespond tothe longitudinal degrees of freedom of the vetor bosons. To f� orrespondsthe vauum expetation value of the Higgs �eld. Within this desriptionthe standard model orresponds to the lowest order term quadrati in themomenta, anomalous ouplings to higher derivative terms. The systematiexpansion in terms of momenta is known as hiral perturbation theory andis extensively used in meson physis.Writing down the most general non-linear hiral Lagrangian ontainingup to four derivatives gives rise to a large number of terms, whih are toogeneral to be studied e�etively. One therefore has to look for dynami-al priniples that an limit the number of terms. Of partiular impor-tane are approximate symmetry priniples. In the �rst plae one expetsCP-violation to be small. We limit ourselves therefore to CP-preservingterms. In order to see what this means in pratie it is advantageous todesribe the ouplings in a manifestly gauge-invariant way, using the Stük-elberg formalism [1℄. One needs the following de�nitions:



Considerations on Anomalous Vetor . . . 1739F�� = i�i2 (��W i� � ��W i� + g"ijkW j�W k� ) (1)is the SU(2) �eld strength.D�U = ��U + ig2 �iW i�U � igtg�w2 U�3B� (2)is the gauge ovariant derivative of the SU(2) valued �eld U , that desribesthe longitudinal degrees of freedom of the vetor �elds in a gauge invariantway. B�� = ��B� � ��B� (3)is the hyperharge �eld strength.V� = (D�U)U y=g ; (4)T = U�3U y (5)are auxiliary quantities having simple transformation properties. ExludingCP violation, the non standard three and four vetor boson ouplings aredesribed in this formalism by the following set of operators:L1 = Tr(F�� [V�; V� ℄) ; (6)L2 = iB��2 Tr(T [V�; V� ℄) ; (7)L3 = Tr(TF��)Tr(T [V�; V� ℄) ; (8)L4 = (Tr[V�V� ℄)2 ; (9)L5 = (Tr[V�V�℄)2 ; (10)L6 = Tr(V�V�)Tr(TV�)Tr(TV�) ; (11)L7 = Tr(V�V�)(Tr[TV� ℄)2 ; (12)L8 = 12 [(Tr[TV�℄)(Tr[TV� ℄)℄2 : (13)In the unitary gauge U = 1, one hasL1 = i[(Z�� + sF��)W+� W�� + Z�=(W+��W�� �W���W+� )℄ (14)+ gauge indued four boson vertiesL2 = i(F�� � sZ��)W+� W�� ; (15)L3 = i(Z�� + sF��)W+� W�� (16)



1740 J.J. van der Bij, A. Ghinulov and s are osine and sine of the weak mixing angle and Z�� = ��Z����Z�and W+;��� = ��W+;�� � ��W+;�� .The standard model without Higgs orresponds to:LEW = 12 Tr(F��F ��)� 14B��B�� + g2v24 Tr(V�V �) : (17)2. Dynamial onstraintsThe list ontains terms that give rise to verties with minimally threeor four vetor bosons. Already with the present data a number of on-straints and/or onsisteny onditions an be put on the verties. Themost important of these ome from the limits on the breaking of the so-alled ustodial symmetry. If the hyperharge is put to zero the e�etiveLagrangian has a larger symmetry than SUL(2) � UY (1), i.e. it has thesymmetry SUL(2) � SUR(2). The SUR(2) invariane is a global invariane.Within the standard model this invariane is an invariane of the Higgs po-tential, but not of the full Lagrangian. It is ultimately this invariane thatis responsible for the fat that the �-parameter, whih is the ratio of hargedto neutral urrent strength, is equal to one at the tree level. Some termsin the Lagrangian, i.e. the ones ontaining the hyperharge �eld expliitlyor the terms with T , that projet out the third isospin omponent violatethis symmetry expliitly. These terms, when inserted in a loop graph, giverise to quartially divergent ontributions to the �-parameter. Given themeasurements this means that the oe�ients of these terms must be ex-tremely small. It is therefore reasonable to limit oneself to a Lagrangian,where hyperharge appears only indiretly via a minimal oupling, so with-out expliit T . This assumption means physially, that the ultimate dynam-is that is responsible for the strong interations among the vetor bosonsats in the non-Abelian setor. Indeed one would normally not expet pre-isely the hyperharge to beome strong. However, we know that there isa strong violation of the ustodial symmetry in the form of the top-quarkmass. Atually the top-mass almost saturates the existing orretions to the�-parameter, leaving no room for violations of the ustodial symmetry inthe anomalous vetor boson ouplings. We therefore onlude: If there re-ally are strong vetor boson interations, the mehanism for mass generationis unlikely to be the same for bosons and fermions.Eliminating the ustodial symmetry violating interations we are leftwith the simpli�ed Lagrangian, ontaining L1, L4, L5. Besides the vertiesthere are in priniple also propagator orretions. We take the two-pointfuntions without expliit T . Spei�ally, we add to the theory [2℄Lh;tr = �12�2W Tr[(D�F��)(D�F ��)℄ + 14�2B (��B��)(��B��) (18)



Considerations on Anomalous Vetor . . . 1741for the transverse degrees of freedom of the gauge �elds andLh;lg = g2v24�2V Tr[(D�V �)(D�V�)℄ (19)for the longitudinal ones, where the �X parametrize the quadrati diver-genes and are expeted to represent the sales where new physis omes in.In phenomenologial appliations these ontributions give rise to formfa-tors in the propagators [2, 8℄. Introduing suh ut-o� dependent propaga-tors in the analysis of the vetor boson pair prodution is similar to havings-dependent triple vetor boson ouplings, whih is the way the data areusually analysed.This e�etive Lagrangian is very similar to the one in pion-physis. In-deed if one takes the limit, vev �xed and gauge ouplings to zero, one �ndsthe standard pion Lagrangian. As it stands one an use the LEP1 data toput a limit on the terms in the two point verties. Using a naive analysisone �nds [2℄ 1=�2B = 0. For the other two ut-o�s one has:A. The ase: �2V > 0 ; �2W < 0 , j�V j > 0:49 TeV , j�W j > 1:3 TeVB. The ase: �2V < 0 ; �2W > 0 , j�V j > 0:74 TeV , j�W j > 1:5 TeVThis information is important for further limits at high energy olliders,as it tells us, how one has to ut o� o�-shell propagators. We notie thatthe limits on the form fators are di�erent for the transversal, longitudinaland hyperharge formfators. The preise limits are somewhat qualitativeand should be taken as suh. However they show that e�etive ut-o� formfators should be taken around 500 GeV. It is ertainly not orret to putthem at the maximum mahine energy. Further information omes from thediret measurements of the three-point ouplings at LEP2, whih tell us thatthey are small. Similar limits at the Tevatron have to be taken with someare, as there is a ut-o� dependene. As there is no known model thatan give large three-point interations, we assume for the further analysis ofthe fourpoint verties, that the three point anomalous ouplings are absent.On the remaining two four-point verties two more onstraints an be put.The �rst omes from onsisteny of hiral perturbation theory [3℄. Notevery e�etive hiral Lagrangian an be generated from a physial underlyingtheory.A seond ondition omes from the �-parameter. Even the existing vio-lation of the ustodial symmetry, though indiret via the minimal ouplingto hyperharge, gives a ontribution to the �-parameter. It onstrains theombination 5g4+2g5. The remaining ombination 2L4�5L5 is fully unon-strained by experiment and gives in priniple a possibility for very stronginterations to be present. However this partiular ombination does not



1742 J.J. van der Bij, A. Ghinulovseem to have any natural interpretation from underlying dynamis. There-fore one an presumably onlude that both ouplings g4; g5 are small. Thereis a loophole to this onlusion, namely when the anomalous ouplings areso large that the one-loop approximation, used to arrive at the limits, isnot onsistent and resummation has to be performed everywhere. This isa somewhat exoti possibility, that ould lead to very low-lying resonanes,whih ought to be easy to disover at the LHC [4℄.3. LHC proessesGiven the situation desribed above one has to ask oneself, what theLHC an do and in whih way the data should be analysed. There areessentially three proesses that an be used to study vetor boson verties:vetor boson pair prodution, vetor boson sattering, triple vetor bosonprodution. About the �rst two we have only a few remarks to make. Theywere already disussed in detail by several authors.3.1. Vetor boson pair produtionVetor boson pair prodution an be studied in a relatively straightfor-ward way. The reason is that here the Higgs boson does not play a role inthe standard model, as we take the inoming quarks to be massless. There-fore naive violations of unitarity an be ompensated by the introdution ofsmooth form-fators.One produes two vetor bosons via normal standard model proesseswith an anomalous vertex added. The extra anomalous oupling leads tounitarity-violating ross-setions at high energy. As a total energy of 14 TeVis available this is in priniple a serious problem. It is ured by introdu-ing a formfator for the inoming o�-shell line onneted to the anomalousvertex. Naively this leads to a form-fator dependent limit on the anoma-lous oupling in question. The LEP1 data gives a lower limit on the ut-o�to be used inside the propagator. When one wants an overall limit on theanomalous oupling one should use this value. This is partiularly relevantfor the Tevatron. Here one typially takes a ut-o� of 2 TeV. This mightgive too strit a limit, as the LEP1 data indiate that the ut-o� an be aslow as 500 GeV. For pratial purposes the analysis at the Tevatron shouldgive limits on anomalous ouplings for di�erent values of the ut-o� formfators, inluding low values of the ut-o�. For the analysis at the LHC onehas muh larger statistis. This means, that one an do better and mea-sure limits on the anomalous ouplings as a funtion of the invariant massof the produed system. This way one measures the anomalous formfatorompletely.



Considerations on Anomalous Vetor . . . 17433.2. Vetor boson satteringHere the situation is more ompliated than in vetor boson pair pro-dution. The reason is that within the standard model the proess annotbe onsidered without intermediate Higgs ontribution. This would violateunitarity. However the inoming vetor bosons are basially on-shell andthis allows the use of unitarization methods, as are ommonly used in hiralperturbation theory in pion physis. These methods tend to give rise to res-onanes in longitudinal vetor boson sattering. The preise details dependon the oupling onstants. The unitarization methods are not unique, butgenerially give rise to large I = J = 0 and/or I = J = 1 ross-setionenhanements. The literature is quite extensive. A good introdution is [5℄;a reent review is [6℄.3.3. Triple vetor boson produtionIn this ase it is not lear how one should onsistently approah an anal-ysis of anomalous vetor boson ouplings. Within the standard model thepresene of the Higgs boson is essential in this hannel. Leaving it out onehas to study the unitarization. This unitarization has to take plae not onlyon the two-to-two sattering subgraphs, as in vetor boson sattering, butalso on the inoming o�-shell vetor boson, deaying into three real ones.The analysis here beomes too arbitrary to derive very meaningful results.One annot on�dently alulate anything here without a fully known un-derlying model of new strong interations. Also measurable ross setionstend to be small, so that the triple vetor boson prodution is best used asorroboration of results in vetor boson sattering. Deviations of standardmodel ross setions ould be seen, but the vetor boson sattering wouldbe needed for interpretation. TABLE ITotal number of events, no uts, no branhing ratiosmHiggs 200 400 600 800W+W�W� 11675 5084 4780 4800W+W+W� 20250 9243 8684 8768W+W�Z 20915 11167 10638 10685W�ZZ 2294 1181 1113 1113W+ZZ 4084 2243 2108 2165ZZZ 4883 1332 1087 1085One therefore needs the standard model results. The total number ofvetor boson triples is given in Table I. We used an integrated luminosity of100 fb�1 and an energy of 14 TeV throughout.



1744 J.J. van der Bij, A. GhinulovOne sees from this table that a large part of the events omes from as-soiated Higgs prodution, when the Higgs is light. However for the studyof anomalous vetor boson ouplings, the heavier Higgs results are arguablymore relevant. Not all the events an be used for the analysis. If we limitourselves to events, ontaining only eletrons, muons and neutrinos, assum-ing just aeptane uts we �nd Table II. TABLE IIPure leptons, j�j < 3, pT >20 GeV, no uts on neutrinosmHiggs 200 400 600 800W+W�W� 68 28 25 25W+W+W� 112 49 44 44W+W�Z 32 17 15 15W�ZZ 1.00 0.51 0.46 0.45W+ZZ 1.70 0.88 0.79 0.79ZZZ 0.62 0.18 0.13 0.12We see that very little is left, in partiular in the proesses with at leasttwo Z-bosons, where the events an be fully reonstruted. In order to seehow sensitive we are to anomalous ouplings we assumed a 4Z oupling witha formfator ut-o� at 2 TeV. We make here no orretion for e�ienieset. Using the triple Z-boson prodution, assuming no events are seen in100 fb�1, we �nd a limit jg4+g5j < 0:09 at the 95% CL, where g4 and g5 arethe oe�ients multiplying the operators L4 and L5. This is to be omparedwith �0:15 < 5g4 + 2g5 < 0:14 [7℄ or �0:066 < (5g4 + 2g5)�2(TeV)< 0:026[2, 8℄. So the sensitivity is not better than present indiret limits. Betterlimits exist in vetor boson sattering [9℄ or at a linear ollider [10℄. In thefollowing tables we present numbers for observable ross setions in di�erentdeay modes of the vetor bosons. We used the following uts.j�jlepton < 3jpTjlepton > 20GeVj�jjet < 2:5jpTjjet > 40GeV�Rjet;lepton > 0:3�Rjet;jet > 0:5jpTj2� > 50GeV



Considerations on Anomalous Vetor . . . 1745(20)States with more than two neutrinos are not very useful beause of thebakground from two vetor boson prodution. We did not onsider �nalstates ontaining � -leptons. TABLE IIIZZZ prodution in di�erent deay modesmHiggs 200 300 400 500 6006` 0.62 0.29 0.18 0.14 0.134`; 2� 5.1 2.5 1.5 1.2 1.14`; 2j 6.6 3.8 2.2 1.7 1.42`; 2j; 2� 34 20 12 9.0 7.72`; 4j 24 19 11 7.6 6.02�; 4j 37 34 21 15 116j 25 31 19 12 8.7With the given uts the total number of events to be expeted is rathersmall, in partiular sine we did not onsider the redution in events due toexperimental e�ienies, whih may be relatively large, beause of the largenumber of partiles in the �nal state. For the proesses ontaining jets inthe �nal state, there will be large bakgrounds due to QCD proesses. A�nal onlusion on the signi�ane of the triple vetor boson prodution foronstraining the four vetor boson ouplings will need more work, involvingdetetor Monte Carlo alulations. TABLE IVWWZ prodution in di�erent deay modesmHiggs 200 300 400 500 6004`; 2� 31 20 17 16 153`; 2j; 1� 51 40 31 28 262`; 4j 19 22 17 14 132�; 4j 63 74 60 51 482`; 2j; 2� 102 68 54 49 481`; 4j; 1� 262 196 140 127 1276j 86 104 78 62 56However it is probably fair to say from the above results, that no verystrong onstraints will be found from this proess at the LHC, but it isuseful as a ross-hek with other proesses. It may provide omplementaryinformation if non-zero anomalous ouplings are found.



1746 J.J. van der Bij, A. Ghinulov TABLE VZZW�(upper) and ZZW+(lower) prodution in di�erent deay modesmHiggs 200 300 400 500 6005`; 1� 0.45 1.04 0.63 0.52 0.470.80 1.69 1.08 0.91 0.813`; 2j; 1� 3.37 6.89 5.36 4.18 3.735.9 11.5 9.3 7.4 6.51`; 4j; 1� 7.6 11.5 12.4 10.0 8.413.3 20.0 21.6 18 154`; 2j 0.29 1.0 0.54 0.38 0.320.49 1.6 0.91 0.65 0.542`; 2j; 2� 2.0 6.5 3.5 2.5 2.23.4 10.7 6.1 4.4 3.72`; 4j 2.5 7.4 5.4 3.6 2.94.7 9.5 9.5 6.9 5.64j; 2� 8.9 27 18 12.6 10.4195 54 38 28 236j 5.3 12.3 13.3 8.8 7.49.1 20.7 23 16 12.5 TABLE VIW�W+W+ prodution in di�erent deay modesmHiggs 200 300 400 500 6003`; 3� 66 44 37 35 33`+`+; 2j; 2� 57 43 31 26 24`+`�; 2j; 2� 13 7.9 5.3 4.4 4.0`+; 4j; 1� 148 129 86 66 58`�; 4j; 1� 99 61 36 26 236j 50 74 46 32 25



Considerations on Anomalous Vetor . . . 1747TABLE VIIW+W�W� prodution in di�erent deay modemHiggs 200 300 400 500 6003`; 3� 40 26 22 21 20`�`�; 2j; 2� 34 25 17 14 13`+`�; 2j; 2� 78 45 30 25 23`�; 4j; 1� 90 76 49 37 33`+; 4j; 1� 59 35 20 15 136j 29 43 26 18 14REFERENCES[1℄ E.C.G. Stükelberg, Helv. Phys. Ata 11, 299 (1933); A.C. Longhitano,Phys. Rev. D22, 1166 (1980); Nul. Phys. B188, 118 (1981).[2℄ J. J. van der Bij, B. Kastening, Phys. Rev. D57, 2903 (1998).[3℄ J. R. Pelaez, Phys. Rev. D55, 4193 (1997) and ontribution to this workshop.[4℄ J. J. van der Bij, B. Kastening, hep-ph/9809520, to appear in Phys. Rev. D.[5℄ Ken-ihi Hikasa, Physis and Experiments with Linear Colliders, World Si-enti�, vol. 2, 451 (1992).[6℄ D. Dominii, Riv. Nuovo Cim. 20, 11 (1997).[7℄ S. Dawson, G. Valenia, Nul. Phys. B439, 3 (1995).[8℄ J. J. van der Bij, Phys. Rev. D35, 1088 (1987); Phys. Lett. B296, 239 (1992).[9℄ A.S. Belyaev et al., hep-ph/9805229.[10℄ A. Ghinulov, J. J. van der Bij, Phys. Lett. B279, 189 (1992); G. Bélanger,F. Boudjema, Phys. Lett. B288, 201 (1992); E. Boos et al., Phys. Rev. D57,1553 (1998).


